Abstract. We present the results of an empirical study evaluating the precision of subset-based points-to analysis with several variations of context sensitivity on Java benchmarks of significant size. We compare the use of call site strings as the context abstraction, object sensitivity, and the BDD-based context-sensitive algorithm proposed by Zhu and Calman, and by Whaley and Lam. Our study includes analyses that context-sensitively specialize only pointer variables, as well as ones that also specialize the heap abstraction. We measure both characteristics of the points-to sets themselves, as well as effects on the precision of client analyses. To guide development of efficient analysis implementations, we measure the number of contexts, the number of distinct contexts, and the number of distinct points-to sets that arise with each context sensitivity variation. To evaluate precision, we measure the size of the call graph in terms of methods and edges, the number of devirtualizable call sites, and the number of casts statically provable to be safe. The results of our study indicate that object-sensitive analysis implementations are likely to scale better and more predictably than the other approaches; that objectsensitive analyses are more precise than comparable variations of the other approaches; that specializing the heap abstraction improves precision more than extending the length of context strings; and that the profusion of cycles in Java call graphs severely reduces precision of analyses that forsake context sensitivity in cyclic regions.
Introduction
Does context sensitivity significantly improve precision of interprocedural analysis of object-oriented programs? It is often suggested that it could, but lack of scalable implementations has hindered thorough empirical verification of this intuition.
Of the many context sensitive points-to analyses that have been proposed (e.g. [1, 4, 8, 11, [17] [18] [19] 25, [28] [29] [30] [31] ), which improve precision the most? Which are most effective for specific client analyses, and for specific code patterns? For which variations are we likely to find scalable implementations? Before devoting resources to finding efficient implementations of specific analyses, we should have empirical answers to these questions.
This study aims to provide these answers. Recent advances in the use of Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) in program analysis [3, 12, 29, 31] have made context sensitive analysis efficient enough to perform an empirical study on benchmarks of significant size. Using the JEDD system [14] , we have implemented three different families of contextsensitive points-to analysis, and we have measured their precision in terms of several client analyses. Specifically, we compared the use of call-site strings as the context abstraction, object sensitivity [17, 18] , and the algorithm proposed by Zhu and Calman [31] and Whaley and Lam [29] (hereafter abbreviated ZCWL). Within each family, we evaluated the effect of different lengths of context strings, and of context-sensitively specializing the heap abstraction. In our study, we compared the relative precision of analyses both quantitatively, by computing summary statistics about the analysis results, and qualitatively, by examining specific code patterns for which a given analysis variation produces better results than other variations.
Context-sensitive analyses have been associated with very large numbers of contexts. We wanted to also determine how many contexts each variation of context sensitivity actually generates, how the number of contexts relates to the precision of the analysis results, and how likely it is that scalable context-sensitive representations are feasible. These measurements can be done directly on the BDD representation.
Our results show that although the effect on precision depends on the client analysis, the benefits of context sensitivity are very significant for some analyses, particularly cast safety analysis. We also show that object-sensitivity consistently improves precision most compared to the other variations studied, and that modelling heap objects with context does significantly improve precision.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide background about the variations of context sensitivity that we have studied. In Section 3, we list the benchmarks included in our study. We discuss the number of contexts and its implications on precision and scalability in Section 4. In Section 5, we examine the effects of context sensitivity on the precision of the call graph. We evaluate opportunities for static resolution of virtual calls in Section 6. In Section 7, we measure the effect of context sensitivity on cast safety analysis. We briefly survey related work in Section 8. Finally, we draw conclusions from our experimental results in Section 9.
Background
Like any static analysis, a points-to analysis models the possible run-time features of the program using some chosen static abstraction. A context-sensitive points-to analysis requires an abstraction of pointer targets, pointers, and method invocations. We will denote these three abstractions O, P, and I, respectively. Whenever it is possible for a run-time pointer p to point to the run-time target o, the may-point-to relation computed by the analysis must contain the fact O(o) ∈ pt(P(p)). The specific choice of static abstraction is a key determining factor of the precision of the analysis, and this paper compares several different abstractions. Pointer Target Abstraction: In Java, the target of a pointer is always a dynamically allocated object. A popular abstraction for a pointer target is the program statement at which the object was allocated. We will write this abstraction as O as .
Pointer Abstraction: Each run-time pointer corresponds to either some local variable or some object field in the program. Pointers corresponding to local variables are often statically abstracted by the local variable; we will write this abstraction as P var . For pointers corresponding to fields, we will consider only the field-sensitive abstraction in this paper, because it is more precise than other alternatives (described, for example, in [13, 23] [24, 25] and receiver objects [17, 18] . In call-site context sensitivity, the context I cs (i) of an invocation i is the program statement (call site) from which the method was invoked. In receiver-object context sensitivity, the context of an invocation i is the static abstraction of the object on which the method is invoked. That is, I
ro (i) = O(o), where o is the run-time object on which the method was invoked.
In either case, the context abstraction can be made even finer by using a string of contexts corresponding to the invocation frames on the run-time invocation stack [18, 24] . That is, having chosen a base abstraction I base , we can define
, where i j is the j'th top-most invocation on the stack during the invocation i (so i = i 1 ). Since the maximum height of the stack is unbounded, the analysis must somehow ensure that the static abstraction is finite. A simple, popular technique is to limit the length of each context string to at most a fixed number k. A different technique is used by the ZCWL algorithm. It does not limit the length of a context string, but it excludes from the context string all contexts corresponding to call edges that are part of a cycle in the context-insensitive call graph. Thus, the number of contexts is bounded by the number of acyclic paths in the call graph, which is finite.
Orthogonal to the choice of context abstraction is the choice of which pointers and objects to model context-sensitively. That is, having chosen a basic context-insensitive pointer abstraction P ci and a context abstraction I, we can model a run-time pointer p context-sensitively by defining (o) . In the tables in the rest of this paper, we report results for the following variations of points-to analyses. In tables reporting call graph information, the "CHA" column reports baseline numbers obtained using Class Hierarchy Analysis [6] . The "insens." column of each table is a context-insensitive points-to analysis that does not distinguish different invocations of any method. The "object-sensitive" columns are analyses using receiver objects as the context abstraction, while the "call site" columns are analyses using call sites as the context abstraction. Within each of these two sections, in the 1, 2, and 3 columns, pointers are modelled with context strings of maximum length 1, 2, and 3, but pointer targets are modelled context-insensitively. In the 1H columns, both pointers and pointer targets are modelled with context strings of receiver objects or call sites of maximum length 1. The "ZCWL" column is the ZCWL algorithm, which uses call sites as the context abstraction, and allows context strings of arbitrary length. The ZCWL algorithm models pointers with context but pointer targets without context.
In an analysis of an object-oriented language such as Java, there is a cyclic dependency between call graph construction and points-to analysis. In all variations except the ZCWL algorithm, we constructed the call graph on-the-fly during the points-to analysis, since this maintains maximum precision. The ZCWL algorithm requires a contextinsensitive call graph to be constructed before it starts, which it then makes contextsensitive, and uses to perform the points-to analysis. For this purpose, we used the call graph constructed by the context-insensitive analysis in the "insens." column.
Interested readers can find additional information about the analysis variations, as well as a detailed presentation of the analysis implementation, in [12, Chapter 4] . We performed our study on programs from the SpecJVM 98 benchmark suite [26] , the DaCapo benchmark suite, version beta050224 [5] , and the Ashes benchmark suite [27] , as well as on the Polyglot extensible Java front-end [20] , as listed in Table 1 . Most of these benchmarks have been used in earlier evaluations of interprocedural analyses for Java. The middle section of the table shows the total number of classes and methods comprising each benchmark. These numbers exclude the Java standard library (which is required to run the benchmark), but include all other libraries that must accompany the benchmark for it to run successfully. All of the measurements in this paper were done with version 1.3.1 01 of the Sun standard library. 3 The right-most section of the table shows the number of distinct methods that are executed in a run of the benchmark (measured using the *J tool [7] ), both excluding and including methods of the Java standard library, in the columns labelled "app." and "+lib.", respectively. About 400 methods of the standard library are executed even for the smallest benchmarks for purposes such as class loading; some of the larger benchmarks make heavier use of the library.
Benchmarks

Number of Contexts
Context-sensitive analysis is often considered intractable mainly because, if contexts are propagated from every call site to every called method, the number of resulting context strings grows exponentially in the length of the call chains. The purpose of this section is to shed some light on two issues. First, of the large numbers of contexts, how many are actually useful in improving analysis results? Second, why can BDDs represent such seemingly large numbers of contexts, and how much hope is there that they can be represented with more traditional techniques?
Total number of contexts
We begin by comparing the number of contexts that appear in the context-sensitive points-to relation when the analysis is performed with the different context abstractions. For this measurement, we treat the method invoked as part of the context. For example, suppose we are using abstract receiver objects as the context abstraction; if two different methods are called on the same receiver, we count them as two separate contexts, since they correspond to two necessarily distinct invocations. In other words, we are counting method-context pairs, rather than just contexts.
The measurements of the total numbers of contexts are shown in Table 2 . Each column lists the number of contexts produced by one of the variations of context-sensitive analysis described in Section 2. The column labelled "insens." shows the absolute number of contexts (which is also the number of methods, since in a context-insensitive analysis, every method has exactly one context). All the other columns, rather than showing the absolute number of contexts, which would be very large, instead show the number of contexts as a multiple of the "insens." column (i.e. they show the average number of contexts per method). For example, for the compress benchmark, the total number of 1-object-sensitive contexts is 2596 × 13.7 = 3.56 × 10
4 . The empty spots in the table (and other tables throughout this paper) indicate configurations in which the analysis did not complete in the available memory, despite being implemented using BDDs. We allowed the BDD library to allocate a maximum of 41 million BDD nodes (820 million bytes). The large numbers of contexts explain why an analysis that represents each context explicitly cannot scale to the programs that we analyze here. While a 1-call-site-sensitive analysis must store and process 6 to 9 times more data than a context-insensitive analysis, the ratio grows to 1500 or more times for a 3-object-sensitive analysis.
The ZCWL algorithm essentially performs a k-CFA analysis in which k is the maximum call depth in the original call graph after merging strongly connected components (shown in parentheses in the ZCWL column). Because k is different for each benchmark, the number of contexts is much more variable than in the other variations of context sensitivity. On the javac, soot-c, sablecc-j, chart, and pmd benchmarks, the algorithm failed to complete in the available memory.
Equivalent contexts
Next, we consider that many of the large numbers of abstract contexts are equivalent in the sense that the points-to relations computed in many of the abstract contexts are the same. More precisely, we define two method-context pairs, (m 1 , c 1 ) and (m 2 , c 2 ) to be equivalent if m 1 = m 2 , and for every local pointer variable p in the method, the points-to set of p is the same in both contexts c 1 and c 2 .
When two contexts are equivalent, there is no point in distinguishing them, because the resulting points-to relation is independent of the context. In this sense, the number of equivalence classes of method-context pairs reflects how worthwhile context sensitivity is in improving the precision of points-to sets.
The measurements of the number of equivalence classes of contexts are shown in Table 3 . Again, the "insens." column shows the actual number of equivalence classes of contexts, while the other columns give a multiple of the "insens." number (i.e. the average number of equivalence classes per method). The relatively small size of these numbers compared to the total numbers of contexts in Table 2 explains why a BDD can effectively represent the analysis information, since it automatically merges the representation of equal points-to relations, so each distinct relation is only represented once. If we had some idea before designing an analysis which abstract contexts are likely to be equivalent, we could define a new context abstraction in which these equivalent contexts are merged. Each equivalence class of old abstract contexts would be represented by a single new abstract context. With such a context abstraction, the context-sensitive analysis could be implemented without requiring BDDs.
It is interesting that in the 1-, 2-, and 1H-object-sensitive analysis, the number of equivalence classes of contexts is generally about 3 times as high as in the corresponding 1-, 2-, and 1H-call-site-string analysis. This indicates that receiver objects better partition the space of concrete calling contexts that give rise to distinct points-to relations. That is, if at run time, the run-time points-to relation is different in two concrete calls to a method, it is more likely that the two calls will correspond to distinct abstract contexts if receiver objects rather than call sites are used as the context abstraction. This observation leads us to hypothesize that object-sensitive analysis should be more precise than call-site-string analysis; we will see more direct measurements of precision in upcoming sections.
In both object-sensitive and call-site-string analyses, making the context string longer increases the number of equivalence classes of contexts by only a small amount, while it increases the absolute number of contexts much more significantly. Therefore, increasing the length of the context string is unlikely to result in a large improvement in precision, but will significantly increase analysis cost.
It was initially rather surprising that in the analysis using the ZCWL algorithm, the number of equivalence classes of abstract contexts is so small, often even smaller than in the 2-call-site-sensitive analysis. The algorithm essentially performs a k-CFA analysis, where k is the maximum call depth in the original call graph; k is always much higher than 2. The number of equivalence classes of contexts when using the ZCWL algorithm is small because the algorithm merges strongly connected components (SCCs) in the call graph, and models all call edges in each such component in a context-insensitive way. In contrast, the 2-call-site-sensitive analysis models all call edges context-sensitively, including those in SCCs. Indeed, a very large number of methods are part of some SCC. The initial call graph for each of our benchmarks contains a large SCC of 1386 to 2926 methods, representing 36% to 53% of all methods in the call graph. In particular, this SCC always includes many methods for which context-sensitive analysis would be particularly useful, such as the methods of the String class and the standard collections classes. These methods are used extensively within the Java standard library, and contain many calls to each other. We examined this large SCC and found many distinct cycles; there was no single method that, if removed, would break the component. In summary, the reason for the surprisingly small number of equivalence classes of abstract contexts when using the ZCWL algorithm is that it models a large part of the call graph context-insensitively.
Distinct points-to sets
Finally, we measure the number of distinct points-to sets that appear in the points-to analysis result. This number is an indication of how difficult it would be to efficiently represent the context-sensitive points-to sets in a non-BDD-based analysis implementation, assuming there was already a way to represent the contexts themselves. An increase in the number of distinct points-to sets also suggests an increase in precision, but the connection is very indirect [10, Section 3.2] . We therefore present the number of distinct points-to sets primarily as a measure of analysis cost, and provide more direct measurements of the precision of clients of the analysis later in this paper. In traditional, contextinsensitive, subset-based points-to analyses, the representation of the points-to sets often makes up most of the memory requirements of the analysis. If the traditional analysis stores points-to sets using shared bit-vectors as suggested by Heintze [9] , each distinct points-to set need only be stored once. Therefore, the number of distinct points-to sets approximates the space requirements of such a traditional representation.
The measurements of the number of distinct points-to sets arising with each context abstraction are shown in Table 4 . In this table, all numbers are the absolute count of distinct points-to sets, not multiples of the "insens." column. The numbers of distinct points-to sets are fairly constant in most of the analysis variations, including object-sensitive analyses, call-site-string analyses, and the analysis using the ZCWL algorithm. Therefore, in a traditional points-to analysis implemented using shared bit-vectors, representing the individual points-to sets should not be a source of major difficulty even in a context-sensitive analysis. Future research in traditional implementations of context-sensitive analyses should therefore be directed more at the problem of efficiently representing the contexts, rather than representing the points-to sets.
However, when abstract heap objects are modelled context-sensitively, the elements of each points-to set are pairs of abstract object and context, rather than simply abstract objects, and the number of distinct points-to sets increases about 11-fold. In addition, it is likely that the points-to sets themselves are significantly larger. Therefore, in order to implement such an analysis without using BDDs, it would be worthwhile to look for an efficient way to represent points-to sets of abstract objects with context.
Call Graph
We now turn our attention to the effect of context sensitivity on call graph construction. For the purposes of comparison, we have constructed context-sensitive call graphs, projected away their contexts, and measured differences in their context-insensitive projections. We adopted this methodology because context-sensitive call graphs using different context abstractions are not directly comparable. Each node in the graph represents a pair of method and abstract context, but the set of possible abstract contexts is different in each context variation. In the context-insensitive projection, each node is simply a method, so the projections are directly comparable. The context-insensitive projection preserves the set of methods reachable from the program entry points, as well as the set of possible targets of each call site in the program; it is these sets that we measure. The set of reachable methods is particularly important because any conservative interprocedural analysis must analyze all of these methods, so a small set of reachable methods reduces the cost of other interprocedural analyses.
We have not included the ZCWL algorithm in our study of call graph construction, because the context-insensitive projection of the context-sensitive call graph that it produces is the same as the context-insensitive call graph that we originally give it as input. Table 5 shows the number of methods reachable from the program entry points when constructing the call graph using different variations of context sensitivity, excluding methods from the standard Java library. In Table 5 and all subsequent tables in this paper, the most precise entry for each benchmark has been highlighted in bold. In the case of a tie, the most precise entry that is least expensive to compute has been highlighted. For the simple benchmarks like compress and db, the context-insensitive call graph is already quite precise (compared to the dynamic behaviour), and any further improvements due to context sensitivity are relatively small. For the more significant benchmarks, call graph construction benefits slightly from 1-object sensitivity. The largest difference is 13 methods, in the bloat benchmark. All of these methods are visit methods in an implementation of the visitor design pattern, in the class AscendVisitor. This class traverses a parse tree from a starting node upwards toward the root of the tree, visiting each node along the way. Some kinds of nodes have no descendants that are ever the starting node of a traversal, so the visit methods of these nodes can never be called. However, in order to prove this, an analysis must analyze the visitor dispatch method context-sensitively in order to keep track of the kind of node from which it was called. Therefore, a contextinsensitive analysis fails to show that these visit methods are unreachable.
Reachable methods
In jess, sablecc-j, polyglot, chart, jython, pmd, and ps, modelling abstract heap objects object-sensitively further improves the precision of the call graph. In the sablecc-j benchmark, 13 additional methods are proved unreachable. The benchmark includes an implementation of maps similar to those in the standard library. The maps are instantiated in a number of places, and different kinds of objects are placed in the different maps. Methods such as toString() and equals() are called on some maps but not others. Calling one of the methods on a map causes it to be called on all elements of the map. Therefore, these methods are called on some kinds of map elements, but not others. However, the map elements are kept in generic map entry objects, which are allocated at a single point in the map code. When abstract heap objects are modelled without context, all map entries are modelled by a single abstract object, and the contents of all maps are conflated. When abstract heap objects are modelled with context, the map entries are treated as separate objects depending on which map they were created for. Note that distinguishing the map entries requires receiver objects to be used as context, rather than call-site strings. The code that allocates a new entry is in a method that is always called from the same call site, in another method of the map class. In general, although modelling abstract heap objects with context improved the call graph for some benchmarks in an object-sensitive analysis, it never made any difference in analyses using call-site strings as the context abstraction (i.e. the 1-call-site and 1H-call-site columns are the same).
Overall, object-sensitive analysis results in slightly smaller call graphs than callsite-string analysis. The 1-object-sensitive call graph is never larger than the 1-call-sitesensitive call graph, and it is smaller on db, jack, mtrt, soot-c, and jython. On the db, jack, and jython benchmarks, the call-site-sensitive call graph can be made as small as the 1-object-sensitive call graph, but it requires 2-call-site rather than 1-call-site analysis.
Even the most precise context-sensitive analyses produce a much bigger call graph than the dynamic one, shown in the rightmost column of the table. This difference is largely due to unused but complicated features of the Java Runtime Environment (such as network class loading and Jar File signing) which are controlled by external configuration parameters unknown to the analysis. Table 6 shows the size of the call graph in terms of call edges rather than reachable methods. Only call edges originating from a benchmark (non-library) method are counted.
Call edges
In general, context sensitivity makes little difference to the size of the call graph when measured this way, with one major exception. In the sablecc-j benchmark, the number of call edges is 17925 in a context-insensitive analysis, but only 5175 in a 1-objectsensitive analysis. This could make a significant difference to the cost of a client analysis whose complexity depends on the number of edges in the call graph. The large difference is caused by the following pattern of code. The sablecc-j benchmark contains code to represent a parse tree, with many different kinds of nodes. Each kind of node implements a method called removeChild(). The code contains a large number of calls of the form this.getParent().removeChild(this). In a context-insensitive analysis, getParent() is found to possibly return any of hundreds of possible kinds of nodes. Therefore, each of these many calls to removeChild(this) results in hundreds of call graph edges. However, in a context-sensitive analysis, getParent() is analyzed in the context of the this pointer. For each kind of node, there is a relatively small number of kinds of nodes that can be its parent. Therefore, in a given context, getParent() is found to return only a small number Table 6 . Number of call edges in call graph originating from a benchmark (non-library) method of kinds of parent node, so each call site of removeChild() adds only a small number of edges to the call graph. Table 7 shows the number of virtual call sites for which the call graph contains more than one potential target method. Call sites with at most one potential target method can be converted to cheaper static instead of virtual calls, and they can be inlined, possibly enabling many other optimizations. Therefore, an analysis that proves that call sites are not polymorphic can be used to significantly improve run-time performance. Table 7 . Total number of potentially polymorphic call sites in benchmark (non-library) code
Virtual Call Resolution
In the benchmarks written in an object-oriented style, notably javac, soot-c, sablecc-j, polyglot, bloat, and pmd, many more call sites can be devirtualized using object-sensitive analysis than context-insensitive analysis. In some cases, call-site-string analysis gives the same improvement, but never any more, and in soot-c and sablecc-j, the improvement from 1-object-sensitive analysis is much greater than from 1-call-site string analysis.
In sablecc-j, there are three sets of call sites that can be devirtualized using contextsensitive analysis. Any context-sensitive analysis is sufficient to devirtualize the first set of call sites. Devirtualization of the second set of call sites requires an object-sensitive analysis; an analysis using call sites as the context abstraction cannot prove them to be monomorphic. Devirtualization of the third set of call sites not only requires an objectsensitive analysis, but it also requires that abstract heap objects be modelled with context.
The first set of call sites are the calls to the removeChild() method mentioned in Section 5.2. Object sensitivity reduces the number of potential target methods at each of these call sites. At many of them, it reduces the number down to one, so the calls can be devirtualized. The same improvement is obtained with call-site-string context sensitivity.
The second set of call sites are calls to methods of iterators over lists. The sablecc-j benchmark contains several implementations of lists similar to those in the standard Java library. A call to iterator() on any of these lists invokes iterator() on the AbstractList superclass, which in turn invokes the listIterator() method specific to each list. The actual kind of iterator that is returned depends on which listIterator() was invoked, which in turn depends on the receiver object of the call to iterator(); it is independent of the call site of listIterator(), which is always the same site in iterator(). Therefore, calls to hasNext() and next() on the returned iterator can be devirtualized only with an object-sensitive analysis.
The third set of call sites are calls to methods such as toString() and equals() on objects stored in maps. As we explained in Section 5.1, object-sensitive modelling of abstract heap objects is required to distinguish the internal map entry objects in each separate use of the map implementation. The map entry objects must be distinguished in order to distinguish the objects that are stored in the maps. Therefore, devirtualization of these calls to methods of objects stored in maps requires an object-sensitive analysis that models abstract heap objects with context.
Cast Safety
We have used the points-to analysis results in a client analysis that proves that some casts cannot fail. A given cast cannot fail if the pointer that it is casting can only point to objects whose type is a subtype of the type of the cast. Table 8 shows the number of casts in each benchmark that cannot be statically proven safe by the cast safety analysis.
Context sensitivity improves precision of cast safety analysis in jack, javac, mpegaudio, mtrt, soot-c, sablecc-j, polyglot, antlr, bloat, chart, jython, pmd, and ps. Object sensitive cast safety analysis is never less precise and often significantly more precise than the call-site-string context sensitive variations. The improvements due to context sensitivity are most significant in the polyglot and javac benchmarks. In db, jack, javac, jess, soot-c, sablecc-j, polyglot, antlr, bloat, chart, jython, pmd, and ps, modelling abstract heap objects with receiver object context further improves precision of cast safety analysis.
The improvement is most dramatic in the polyglot benchmark, which contains a hierarchy of classes representing different kinds of nodes in an abstract syntax tree. At the root of this hierarchy is the Node c class. This class implements a method called copy() Table 8 . Number of casts potentially failing at run time which, like the clone() method of Object, returns a copy of the node on which it is called. In fact, the copy() method first uses clone() to create the copy of the node, and then performs some additional processing on it. The static return type of copy() is Object, but at most sites calling it, the returned value is immediately cast to the static type of the node on which it is called. In our analysis, the clone() native method is modelled as returning its receiver; that is, the original object and the cloned version are represented by the same abstract object. Therefore, given a program that calls clone() directly, the cast safety analysis correctly determines that the run-time type of the clone is the same as that of the original. However, in polyglot, the call to clone() is wrapped inside copy(), and the casts appear at sites calling copy(). When copy() is analyzed in a context-insensitive way, it is deemed to possibly return any of the objects on which it is called throughout the program, so the casts cannot be proven to succeed. In an object-sensitive analysis, however, copy() is analyzed separately in the context of each receiver object on which it is called, and in each such context, it returns only an object of the same type as that receiver object. Therefore, the cast safety analysis proves statically that the casts of the return value of copy() cannot fail.
The number of potentially failing casts in the polyglot benchmark decreases even more dramatically between the 1-object-sensitive and 1H-object-sensitive columns of Table 8 , from 3307 to 1017. The majority of these casts are in the parser generated by JavaCUP. The parser uses a Stack as the LR parse stack. Each object popped from the stack is cast to a Symbol. The generated polyglot parser contains about 2000 of these casts. The Stack class extends Vector, which uses an internal elementData array to store the objects that have been pushed onto the stack. In order to prove the safety of the casts, the analysis must distinguish the array implementing the parse stack from the arrays of other uses of Vector in the program. Since the array is allocated in one place, inside the Vector class, the different array instances can only be distinguished if abstract heap objects are modelled with context. Therefore, modelling abstract heap objects with object sensitivity is necessary to prove that these 2000 casts cannot fail.
Related Work
The most closely related work is the evaluation of object-sensitive analysis by Milanova, Rountev, and Ryder [17, 18] . They implemented a limited form of object sensitivity within their points-to analysis framework based on annotated constraints [21] and built on top of the BANE toolkit [2] . In particular, they selected a subset of pointer variables (method parameters, the this pointer, and the method return value) which they modelled context-sensitively using the receiver object as the context abstraction. All other pointer variables and all abstract heap objects were modelled without context. The precision of the analysis was evaluated on benchmarks using version 1.1.8 of the Java standard library, and compared to a context-insensitive and to a call-site context-sensitive analysis, using call graph construction, virtual call resolution, and mod-ref analysis as client analyses. Our BDD-based implementation has made it feasible to evaluate object-sensitive analysis on benchmarks using the much larger version 1.3.1 01 of the Java standard library. Thanks to the better scalability of the BDD-based implementation, we have performed a much broader empirical exploration of the design space of object-sensitive analyses. In particular, we have modelled all pointer variables context-sensitively, rather than only a subset, we have used receiver object strings of length up to three, rather than only one, and we have modelled abstract heap objects context-sensitively.
Whaley and Lam [29] suggest several client analyses of the ZCWL algorithm, but state that "in-depth analysis of the accuracy of the analyses . . . is beyond the scope of this paper." They do, however, provide some preliminary data about thread escape analysis and a "type refinement analysis" for finding variables whose declared type could be made more specific. In this paper, we have compared the precision of the ZCWL algorithm against object-sensitive and call-site-string context-sensitive analyses using several client analyses, namely call graph construction, virtual call resolution, and cast safety analysis.
Liang, Pennings and Harrold [16] evaluated the effect of context sensitivity on the size of pointed-to-by sets (the inverse of points-to sets), normalized using dynamic counts. Instead of using BDDs to allow their analyses to scale to benchmarks using the large Java standard library, they simulated the library with a hand-crafted model. Their results agree with our findings that context sensitivity improves precision for some benchmarks, and that a context-sensitive heap abstraction is important for precision. However, they found that call sites are sometimes more precise than receiver objects. This difference could be caused by several factors, including their different choice of benchmarks, their very different precision metric (pointed-to-by sets), or their simulation of the standard library.
Several context-sensitive points-to analyses other than the subset-based analyses studied in this paper have been proposed. Wilson and Lam [30] computed summary functions summarizing the effects of functions, which they then inlined into summaries of their callers. Liang and Harrold [15] proposed an equality-based context-sensitive analysis; its precision relative to subset-based context-sensitive analysis remains to be studied. Ruf [22] compared context-insensitive analysis to using "assumption sets" as the context abstraction, and concluded that on C benchmarks, context sensitivity had little effect on the points-to sets of pointers that are actually dereferenced. Like object sensitivity, the Cartesian Product Algorithm [1, 28] uses abstract objects as the context abstraction, but includes all method parameters as context, rather than only the receiver parameter. In the future, it would be interesting to empirically compare these additional variations of context-sensitive analysis with those studied in this paper.
We have performed an in-depth empirical study of the effects of variations of context sensitivity on the precision of Java points-to analysis. In particular, we studied objectsensitive analysis, context-sensitive analysis using call sites as the context abstraction, and the ZCWL algorithm. We evaluated the effects of these variations on the number of contexts generated, the number of distinct points-to sets constructed, and on the precision of call graph construction, virtual call resolution, and cast safety analysis.
Overall, we found that context sensitivity improved call graph precision by a small amount, improved the precision of virtual call resolution by a more significant amount, and enabled a major precision improvement in cast safety analysis.
Object-sensitive analysis was clearly better than the other variations of context sensitivity that we studied, both in terms of analysis precision and potential scalability. Client analyses based on object-sensitive analyses were never less precise than those based on call-site-string context-sensitive analyses or on the ZCWL algorithm, and in many cases, they were significantly more precise. As we increased the length of context strings, the number of abstract contexts produced with object-sensitive analysis grew much more slowly than with the other variations of context sensitivity, so object-sensitive analysis is likely to scale better. However, the number of equivalence classes of contexts was greater with object sensitivity than with the other variations, which indicates that object sensitivity better distinguishes contexts that give rise to differences in points-to sets.
Of the object-sensitive variations, extending the length of context strings caused very few additional improvements in analysis precision compared to 1-object-sensitive analysis. However, modelling abstract heap objects with context did improve precision significantly in many cases. Therefore, we conclude that 1-object-sensitive and 1H-objectsensitive analyses provide the best tradeoffs between precision and analysis efficiency. Our measurements of the numbers of abstract contexts and distinct points-to sets suggest that it should be feasible to implement an efficient non-BDD-based 1-object-sensitive analysis using current implementation techniques such as shared bit vectors. Efficiently implementing a 1H-object-sensitive analysis without BDDs will require new improvements in the data structures and algorithms used to implement points-to analyses, and we expect that our results will motivate and help guide this future research.
Although the ZCWL algorithm constructs call-site strings of arbitrary length, client analyses based on it were never more precise than those based on object-sensitive analysis. In many cases, analyses based on the ZCWL algorithm were even less precise than those based on 1-call-site-sensitive analysis. The key cause of the disappointing results of this algorithm was its context-insensitive treatment of calls within SCCs of the initial call graph -a large proportion of call edges were indeed within SCCs.
